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Abstract—The Delta-connected STATCOM is regarded as the 

most advantageous topology for STATCOMs based on the 
Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) technology. Embedding 
energy storage devices into the MMCs has gained significant 
research interest in recent years. This paper focuses on modeling 
of MMC-based Delta-STATCOMs with embedded energy 
storage. A flexible modeling approach is proposed, which allows 
easy interfacing of various converter models with various energy 
storage device models. Four commonly used types of MMC 
models are applied to STATCOM modeling: detailed, detailed 
equivalent, arm equivalent, and average value. Supercapacitors 
and batteries are used as energy storage devices. Dynamic 
performances of the models are compared in transient simulation 
cases using EMTP. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

odular multilevel converter (MMC) is a power 
electronic converter that generates AC voltages by 

inserting/bypassing the appropriate number of submodules 
(SMs). Each SMs represents one level of the resulting voltage 
waveform [1]. MMCs have several advantages over 
conventional 2- and 3-level voltage source converters, 
including easy scalability to high voltage levels, smoother AC 
voltage waveform, lower rate of change of voltage [2], [3]. 
MMCs are used in many modern projects: HVDC systems [4], 
[5], power quality improvement [6], [7] and others [8], [9]. 

Energy Storage (ES) devices allow to enhance network 
congestion management, to counteract the effects of 
intermittent power generation from renewable energy sources, 
provide grid frequency support, improve economic efficiency 
[9], [10]. It has been concluded that MMCs with ES devices 
embedded within submodules are a promising solution to 
improve power quality [10], [11], [12]. Depending on the 
application requirements, the nominal power of the embedded 
energy storage may vary from partial (40% and lower) to full 
power of the converter, and its energy capacity likewise 
depends on the project requirements [10], [11]. 
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MMC-based STATCOMs can have single-star, double-star 
or delta topologies. Delta configuration with full-bridge (FB) 
SMs is considered in this paper since it has more advantages 
over other types [10], [13]. 

Accurate models of various types of equipment are required 
to perform electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulations in the 
design and analysis of electrical systems. Owing to the 
structural complexity of MMCs, numerous nonlinear devices, 
and advanced control systems, many EMT models have been 
developed. They are generally divided into four groups [14-16]: 
• Detailed Model (DM): represents nonlinear v-i 

characteristics of IGBTs. It is used to validate other models, 
to simulate SM internal faults, to analyze SM topologies etc. 

• Detailed Equivalent Model (DEM): represents IGBTs as 
two-value resistances. Useful for the analysis of low-level 
controls such as capacitor balancing algorithms, modulation. 

• Arm Equivalent Model (AEM): represents all SMs in each 
arm by a single equivalent circuit. Reduces computational 
time while keeping accuracy of internal variables such as 
circulating current and MMC internal energy. 

• Average Value Model (AVM): represents all SMs in the 
converter as a single capacitor. Accelerates simulations 
while keeping accurate AC system dynamics, sufficiently 
accurate for transient stability studies. 
Despite considerable research efforts in MMC modeling, 

the modeling of STATCOMs with embedded ES has not yet 
been widely researched. Some models have been proposed in 
[17], [18], and [19], but only for the double-star configuration 
with half-bridge SMs and only using batteries as ES devices. 
Thus, the modeling of Delta-STATCOM configuration with 
FB SMs (Fig. 1) has not yet been discussed in the literature. 

 
Fig. 1.  Delta-STATCOM with embedded energy storage 
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This paper aims to cover this gap by providing guidelines 
for EMT modeling of STATCOMs with energy storage using 
MMC technology, with a specific focus on Delta configuration. 
A comprehensive set of models with various types of 
embedded ES is presented. Plus, a generalized modeling 
approach for various ES device models and interfacing 
converter is proposed in this paper, describing how any two-
port ES device model can work with any converter model. 

The paper is organized as follows: section II describes the 
converter topology and its control system, section III describes 
the modeling principles of the ES and the converter, 
simulation results and analysis are given in section IV. 

II. TOPOLOGY OVERVIEW 

A. Electrical circuit 

The STATCOM shown in Fig. 1 comprises three arms 
connected in delta configuration, where each arm contains an 
inductance and a chain of series-connected FB SMs with 
energy storage units. The SMs are comprised of a capacitor 
and four fully controllable switches (IGBTs). To be able to use 
the STATCOM at high voltage levels, a coupling transformer 
is typically used, which is also shown in Fig. 1. 

B. Energy storage device 

While various options are available for energy storage, 
batteries [20] and supercapacitors [21] have gained popularity 
as embedded energy storage units due to the ease of 
interfacing and reasonable technological development. Thus, 
this paper focuses only on these ES devices.  

C. Interfacing DC/DC converter 

It is possible to connect the ES device to the SM either 
directly [9], [12] or through an interface DC/DC converter 
[12], [21], [22]. The DC/DC converter can be used for batteries 
and supercapacitors and may serve multiple purposes:  
 interconnect different voltage levels if the SM voltage differs 

from the ES device voltage; 
 provide accurate control of the charging/discharging process; 
 provide galvanic isolation if required. 

The DC/DC converter must be bi-directional, since both 
charging and discharging processes are present. In this paper it 
is considered that the DC/DC converter is present. 

D. Control system 

The overview of the control system used in this paper is 
shown in Fig. 2. The main control system for the full-bridge 
MMC STATCOM in Delta configuration is taken from [23]. It 
employs the classical cascade structure. The active channel of 
the outer loop is responsible for the DC voltage control (which 
makes it the total energy control of the STATCOM), and the 
reactive channel is responsible for the AC voltage or reactive 
power output of the STATCOM. The outer loop generates 
reference signals for the inner current loop, which regulates 
the AC currents. The low-level control includes the calculation 
of the number of SMs to insert, capacitor voltage balancing 
within the arm, and gating signals generation for the SM 
switches. Zero-sequence current ( 0i ) control is responsible for 

the energy balancing among the three arms of the converter.  
In parallel to the main cascade control structure, the ES 

control system is added. The outer loop of the ES control 
system is responsible for the grid frequency support and/or for 
the state of charge of the ES device, the inner loop is 
responsible for ES current regulation, and low-level control 
generates the gating signals for the switches.  

It should be noted that SM capacitor voltage in the MMC 
STATCOM with embedded energy storage is directly affected 
by three competing controls: DC voltage magnitude control in 
the main control system, grid support in the ES control 
system, and arm energy balancing. Thus, it is important to 
make sure that the control loops do not adversely interact with 
each other. This can be done by selecting different settling 
times for different loops in the control system. Active power 
grid support, for example, is typically slower than DC voltage 
control. In this paper, the time constant of energy balancing 
control is 0.05 s, the DC voltage control time constant is 0.1 s, 
the time constant of the LPF in ES outer control is 0.3 s. 

Grid synchronization is ensured by the PLL. Additional 
improvements to the control system may be considered, such 
as improved operation in unbalanced conditions [24], [25], but 
this is out of the scope of the paper. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Control system overview 

III. MODELING 

This section deals with the modeling of embedded ES and 
the converter separately and is split into three subsections: ES 
devices, DC/DC interface converter, and MMC STATCOM 
with embedded ES. The proposed modeling methodology 
allows to interface any embedded ES device (as long as it has 
a two-port EMT model) with any MMC-based topology since 
the ES devices are connected via two electrical nodes to any 
converter model, as will be shown in this section: at the SM-
level in DM and DEM, at the arm-level in the AEM, to the 
equivalent converter capacitor in the AVM. 

A. ES devices 

Both considered ES devices (supercapacitors and batteries) 
are modeled as two-port electrical circuits, this allows easy 
interfacing with the DC/DC interface converter model. 

1) Supercapacitor 
The simplest supercapacitor model is a series RC circuit 

shown in Fig. 3.a, where supR  and supC  represent the 

resistance and capacitance of the supercapacitor. This model 
may be sufficient for short-circuit studies but not enough for 
long charge/discharge processes if high accuracy is needed 
[26]. In such cases, a multi-branch model is used as shown in 



Fig. 3.b. It comprises immediate ( iR , iC ), delayed ( dR , dC

), long-term ( lR , lC ), and leakage ( leakR ) branches [26]. The 

time-constants are in the order of seconds, minutes, and tens 
of minutes for the immediate, delayed, and long-term 
branches, respectively. The immediate branch capacitance iC  

may include nonlinearities, such as voltage dependency: 
 0 1  Cii i iC C C V  (1) 

where 0iC , 1iC  are constants and CiV  is capacitor voltage. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 3  Supercapacitor models: a) simple, b) multi-branch 
 

2) Battery 
Battery models vary depending on the type of study, it is 

possible to find electrochemical, analytical, circuit-based, 
stochastic and other models. For EMT studies, electrical-
circuit-based models are the most appropriate [27], [28], [29].  

a) Ideal battery model 
The simplest battery model comprises a constant voltage 

source 0BE  (open-circuit battery voltage) and an optional 

internal resistance inR  measured at full charge as shown in 

Fig. 4.a. An extension to this model can include different 
resistances for charging and discharging ( chR , dischR ) as shown 

in Fig. 4.b; and/or a dedicated branch for a transient response  
( trR , trC ) along with an optional self-discharge branch ( sdR ) 

shown in Fig. 4.c [28], [29], [30]. Such ideal battery models 
can be used to assess the overall validity of the system (which 
is usually the case for EMT studies) in relatively short 
simulations not requiring high accuracy at SM level. But they 
are not enough to simulate long charge/discharge processes 
due to the lack of the state of charge (SOC) representation. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 4  Ideal battery model with extensions: a) simple, b) nonlinear, c) transient 
 

b) State of charge 
Having a variable SOC is essential for monitoring and 

control of the charging/discharging process (it should be noted 
that operating the battery at very high or low state of charge 
has a negative impact on the lifetime of the battery). Including 
the SOC in addition to the ideal model presented in the 
previous subsection III.A.2)a) allows to run longer simulations 
where the overall energy storage dynamics are of interest. The 
SOC can be found by integrating the battery current: 

      
0

1
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t

n

SOC t SOC i d
C

   (2) 

where nC  is the nominal capacity of the battery,  Bi   is the 

current going out of the battery at the instant  .  

More advanced models may include the effects of temperature, 
current magnitude, and efficiency on the SOC [29], [31], [32]. 

c) Nonlinear behavior 
Inclusion of nonlinear dynamic behavior makes battery 

models more realistic, so it should be used where the highest 
accuracy of the results is required. Often, the nonlinearities 
discussed in the literature describe the effects of the SOC and 
the battery current on the value of the battery voltage BE  and 

passive elements of the model [32], [33], [34]. For EMT 
simulations, the models that only modify the voltage source 
value, as shown in Fig. 5.a, are advantageous since the 
admittance matrix is kept constant and therefore does not 
require refactoring and does not slow down the simulations. 

The relationship between the circuit parameters and the 
SOC can be given using an analytic expression or a lookup 
table [17], [33], [34]. A typical relationship between the 
battery voltage and its SOC is shown in Fig. 5.b. The actual 
curve can differ depending on the battery technology (lead-
acid, Li-ion, NiMH, NiCd, etc.), its temperature, state of 
health and other parameters. Additional nonlinearities, such as 
hysteresis and Peukert effect, where the battery capacity 
decreases depending on the discharge rate, can also be 
included in the model [35]. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 5  Generic nonlinear battery model suitable for EMT simulations: 
a) electric diagram; b) typical charge/discharge curve 

B. ES converter 

Although in the literature the DC/DC interface converter 
between the ES and the SM is sometimes omitted [12], [17], it 
cannot always be avoided [18], [19], and therefore it is 
important to include it in a generalized modeling procedure.  

The simplest model of the ES and interface converter is a 
controlled current source ESi  (Fig. 6.a). To calculate the SOC 

using (2), the battery current is calculated as 
 0/ BB ES Ci i v E  (3) 

where Cv  is capacitor voltage. 

The converter can be represented as an ideal transformer 
with variable ratio (Fig. 6.b). This is the average value model. 

For higher accuracy, the converter topology is preserved in 
the detailed model (an example is shown in Fig. 6.c). The 
switches of the ES converter can be modeled as two-state 
resistances or with nonlinear v-i characteristic. The average 
value and detailed models require modeling of the ES device. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 6.  ES converter models: a) simplified, b) average value, c) detailed 



C. STATCOM modeling 

The STATCOM models presented in this subsection follow 
the MMC-HVDC system modeling approach [17], [36]. 

1) Full Detailed Model 
In this model, semiconductor devices are represented with 

nonlinear v-i characteristics. This model offers the highest 
level of precision in EMT-type software, but it is the slowest.  

The ES units are connected to individual SMs through the 
DC/DC interface converter, as shown in Fig. 7.  

It is suggested to use the detailed (nonlinear) models for the 
ES device and ES converter as well, such as in Fig. 6.c. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  One SM of the Full Detailed Model 
 

2) Detailed Equivalent Model 
In this model, SM semiconductor switches are represented 

as two-value resistances: a small value ONR  is used to 

represent losses in the conduction state, and a large value 

OFFR  is used in the turned-off state, Fig. 8. 

It is proposed to use the same representation of switches for 
the ES converter model. The ES device model is suggested to 
include nonlinearities if the details of the charge/discharge 
process are of interest. Otherwise, the ideal model can be used. 

It should be noted that for MMCs without energy storage, it 
is typically advisable to implement the DEM arms as 
executable code and interface them with the EMT software 
solver to reduce the number of nodes in the main network 
equations (MNE) matrix [14]. However, it becomes more 
challenging to do so for MMCs with embedded ES. This is 
due to the large number of variants for ES devices and ES 
converters. A deep analysis of ES converter operating modes 
is required, as well as reprogramming and recompiling the 
model for each new ES device and/or ES interface converter 
[18], [19], which makes this implementation approach less 
flexible. Besides, STATCOMS often have fewer than 50 SMs 
per arm [6], [7], which is significantly below the numbers for 
HVDC MMCs where hundreds of SMs are usual [5]. Thus, the 
implementation of the DEM using EMT software blocks is a 
viable solution for STATCOMs and is used in this paper. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  One SM of the Detailed Equivalent Model 
 

3) Arm Equivalent Model 
a) Converter model 

This model (see Fig. 9) aggregates all SMs in each arm into 
a single equivalent circuit with one arm capacitor armC : 

 Marm SM SC C N  (4) 

where SMN  is the number of SMs in the arm. The conduction 

losses of IGBTs/diodes are represented using a lumped 
resistance: 

  SM Om NarR N R  (5) 

The arm switching function arms  provided by the control 

system in this model (the subscript arm can be any of ab, bc, 
ca) can be regarded as a variable transformation ratio between 
the equivalent capacitor and the rest of the electrical grid. In 
EMT programs it can be implemented as an ideal transformer 
with variable transformation ratio or as a combination of 
controlled voltage and current sources [17], [37]: 

 arm Ctot armv v s  (6) 

  mAEM a rrm ai i s  (7) 

where armv  is the voltage of inserted SMs in the arm, Ctotv  is 

the total voltage across the arm capacitor, AEMi  is the current 

flowing into the equivalent capacitor from the converter side. 
It is assumed that SMs in a given arm have the same energy 

storage device, but different arms may have different ES 
devices. The ES converter is suggested to be modeled as the 
average value model, Fig. 6.b. 

It should be noted that the capacitor voltage with the AEM 
is much smoother than with the DM or DEM due to the lack of 
inserting/bypassing action, leading to a different harmonic 
content for the ES device. To better imitate the actual 
harmonic content, the arm switching function signal can be 
discretized. 

Some authors propose to implement such a model 
independently from the EMT simulation software and 
interface with the EMT solver, just as the DEM [18], but since 
the number of nodes in the MNE matrix is already 
considerably reduced with the AEM, the implementation 
within the EMT software is also considered possible and is 
used in this paper. 

 

 
Fig. 9.  One arm of the Arm Equivalent Model 
 

b) Scaling 
To interface the ES device, a scaling stage is inserted 

between the ES converter and the arm capacitor as shown in 
Fig. 9. Voltage of the ES converter must be scaled by the 
number of SMs in the arm so that the ES device voltage is 
matched with armC  voltage Ctotv . Power must be amplified by 

the number of ES SMs in the arm. If all SMs have energy 
storage, the power is amplified by SMN . This can be 

implemented using built-in EMT software blocks (power 
amplifier and transformer) as shown in Fig. 10.a, or using 



controlled voltage and current sources as shown in Fig. 10.b, 
with the following references: 

 / MC oscal t Stev v N  (8) 

  Sscale Ei i  (9) 

where ESi  is the current going into the scaling device from the 

ES device side, scalei  is the current going out of the scaling 

device from the capacitor side, Ctotv  is the voltage at the 

scaling device from the capacitor side, scalev  is the voltage at 

the scaling device from the ES device side. 
It should be noted that the controlled source 

implementation introduces a one-time-step delay between the 
solutions of the AC side of the model and arm capacitor circuit 
with the ES device, which may reduce accuracy [37]. 

If the ES converter is modeled as a controlled current 
source ESi  (see subsection III.B), it can be applied directly 

across the arm capacitor without the scaling stage. To 
calculate the SOC using (2), the battery current is found from 

  0/B CtoES Bt SMi i v N E  (10) 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 10.  Scaling implementation variants: a) with transformer and power 
amplifier; b) with controlled sources 
 

4) Average Value Model 
In this model, the valves of the STATCOM are represented 

as controlled voltage sources, preserving the Delta topology 
(see Fig. 11). All converter capacitors are aggregated into one 
equivalent capacitor AVMC  [38]: 

 3 SM SM MAVC C N  (11) 

Either three ideal transformers with variable ratios or three 
pairs of voltage/current sources can be used. In the latter case, 
the value of the total AVM current source is found using 
power balance principle, i.e. the power generated/consumed at 
the AC side must be transmitted to the AVM capacitor: 

 AVM xy xy AVMi v i v  (12) 

  yAxy xVMv v s  (13) 

where the subscript , ,xy ab bc ca  denotes the arms, xyv  are 

the AVM arm voltages, xyi  are the arm currents, xys  are the 

arm switching functions. 
As in the AEM, it is proposed to interface the ES converter 

with the AVM equivalent capacitor through a scaling device, 
as shown Fig. 11. For the power amplifier implementation of 

the scaling, the ratio must be  3 :1SMN  and for the controlled 

sources implementation, the following relations are used: 
 /scale SAVM Mv v N  (14) 

 3 Sscale Ei i  (15) 

It is suggested to model the ES device and converter as a 
controllable current source, Fig. 6.a. 

 
Fig. 11.  Average Value Model with controlled-sources-type scaling device 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The models are compared in the system of Fig. 12. A 
100 MVA STATCOM is connected to the 230 kV grid. The 
synchronous machine uses the ST1 exciter, PSS1A stabilizer, 
and IEEEG1 governor. Each arm of the STATCOM is 
composed of 20 full-bridge submodules, each with an ES unit. 
Unless stated otherwise, the time-step is 20 µs. Other 
parameters are given in Table I.  

 

 
Fig. 12.  Simulated system in EMTP [39] 
 

 

A. Active power support 

A 100 MW resistive load is connected in parallel to Load1 
at 0.5 s. ES power reference is obtained as a frequency droop 
with ±100 mHz dead-band. STATCOM reactive power 
channel is used to control the AC voltage at the measurement 
point to 1 p.u. Different STATCOM models are compared. 
Ideal battery model and AVM ES converter are used in this 
study since only the overall behavior of the converter during a 
very slow transient will be evaluated in this test, more detailed 
ES models are not required. One extra simulation is performed 
without the ES contribution to compare the overall behavior of 
the system. 

TABLE I 
TEST-CASE PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value Symbol 
Synchronous machine frequency 50 Hz  
Synchronous machine voltage 20 kV  
Synchronous machine rated power 2000 MVA  
STATCOM rated power 100 MVA  
STATCOM transformer power 100 MVA  
STATCOM transformer impedance 0.004 + j0.15 p.u.  
STATCOM transformer voltages 230 / 20 kV  
Total ES rated active power 50 MW  
Number of SMs per arm 20 NSM 
Arm inductance 0.15 p.u. Larm 
DEM ON/OFF-state resistances 1 mΩ / 1 MΩ RON / ROFF 
AEM arm resistance 40 mΩ Rarm 
SM capacitance 55 mF CSM 
Load1 120 + j60 MVA  
Load2 100 + j0 MVA  
Battery type Li-Ion  
Battery nominal voltage 550 V EB0 
Battery capacity per submodule 15 kWh Cn 
Battery internal resistance 0.0495 ΩAh/V Rin 

 



The frequency dip in Fig. 13 is the same with all models. 
Without the ES contribution, the dip is much larger, and the 
waveform is less damped. Active and reactive powers are also 
similar with all models in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Without the ES, 
no extra active power is generated. The reactive power 
waveform without the ES contribution in Fig. 15 differs from 
others because of the voltage regulator of the synchronous 
generator at the other side of the transmission: its exciter and 
stabilizer respond to disturbances and frequency variations and 
thus impact the reactive power flow in the grid differently 
when frequency deviation is different. Power oscillations can 
be seen between 1 s and 3 s in Fig. 14.a and Fig. 15.a. This is 
due to the control system requests to produce arm voltages 
which are larger than the available total capacitor voltage (Fig. 
16). The generated AC side voltages become capped and 
introduce nonlinearities to the grid, leading to oscillations. It 
should also be noted that the total capacitor voltage of the 
STATCOM (Fig. 17) is affected by the active power 
contribution of the ES devices during the transient, which 
underlines the importance of careful tuning of all controls 
related to active power/energy of the converter, as mentioned 
in subsection II.D. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Grid frequency 
 

 
a) overview 

 
b) zoom 

Fig. 14.  STATCOM active power output 
 

a) overview b) zoom 
Fig. 15.  STATCOM reactive power output 
 

a) sinusoidal (
arm

v  below 
Ctot

v ) b) capped (
arm

v  reaches 
Ctot

v ) 

Fig. 16.  Generated AC side voltage of the ab-arm with the DM 

 

 
Fig. 17.  Average total capacitor voltage of the STATCOM 

B. AC fault 

At 0.5 s, a 3-phase fault is applied to the 230 kV grid for 
200 ms at the point of load connection. Different STATCOM 
models are compared. The ideal battery model (Fig. 4.a) and 
average value ES converter model (Fig. 6.b) are used in all 
simulations, this allows to avoid high-frequency ripple of the 
detailed ES converter model, and thus to focus only on the 
STATCOM model effects. 

The total capacitor voltage in Fig. 18 exhibits oscillations at 
double-fundamental-frequency with all models except the 
AVM. The AVM is also unable to represent significant 
capacitor voltage fluctuations after fault clearance. During the 
fault, the STATCOM tries to maintain the desired AC voltage 
level but is unable to generate significant reactive power with 
any model, which is expected since STATCOM power is not 
enough to maintain the voltage during close faults (Fig. 19). 

 
a) overview 

 
b) zoom 

Fig. 18.  Total capacitor voltage 
Ctot

v  of the ab-arm 

 
a) overview 

 
b) zoom 

Fig. 19.  Reactive power and voltage at HV terminals of STATCOM 

C. ES modeling effect 

The effects of the following ES device and DC/DC 
converter models are compared in this subsection:  
 controlled current source model (Fig. 6.a); 
 simple ideal battery model (Fig. 4.a) with AVM ES 

converter (Fig. 6.b); 
 simple ideal battery model with detailed ES converter (Fig. 

6.c); 
 nonlinear battery model (Fig. 5.a) with detailed ES 

converter (Fig. 6.c). A Li-Ion battery is used, the model 
details are given in [32], [33]. 

The STATCOM is modeled with the AEM as the internal SM-
level behavior will not be evaluated in this test. 

A 5% step is applied to the capacitor voltage reference at 
0.5 s. The STATCOM is at zero power output to avoid 



capacitor voltage oscillations.  
As shown in Fig. 20, the current source model and the ideal 

battery model with AVM ES converter produce similar 
responses. The detailed ES converter model introduces 
additional noise in the voltage waveform due to the switching 
action of the IGBTs, but the average value of the capacitor 
voltage does not deviate from the simplified models. The 
nonlinear battery model introduces some damping in the 
voltage response and oscillations to the system, compared to 
the simplified models. This is due to the fact that the output 
voltage of the battery in the nonlinear battery model varies 
depending on the passing current, as explained in subsection 
III.A.2)c) and [32], [33], which affects the dynamics of the 
active power exchange in the STATCOM. 

 
a) overview 

 

 
b) zoom 

Fig. 20.  Total capacitor voltage of the ab-arm with different ES models. Red: 
controlled current source, blue: simple ideal model with AVM ES converter, 
green: simple ideal battery and detailed ES converter, purple: nonlinear 
battery and detailed ES converter 

D. Computing times 

Computing times with different STATCOM models are 
shown in Table II. Ideal battery model with AVM ES 
converter is used. One second of steady-state operation is 
simulated; simulation time-step is 20 μs. The DM is taken as 
reference, the DEM acceleration is 1.9 times, which can be 
attributed to the comparably reduced number of iterations. The 
acceleration of the AEM is 16.5 times, which is related to the 
smaller number of iterations and reduced number of nodes. 
The AVM acceleration is 23 and 209 times, respectively, 
depending on the time-step.  

Another set of timing tests is performed to evaluate the 
impact of different battery and DC/DC interface converter 
models. Two converter models are used: AEM and DEM, the 
time-step is reduced to 10 μs. The results are shown in Table 
III. The impact of the battery model on simulation time is non-
negligible: the current source model allows to accelerate 
simulations up to 1.9 times with the DEM compared to the 
most detailed nonlinear battery model with detailed DC/DC 
converter. The effects are a little less significant with the AEM 
STATCOM model, where the maximum acceleration is 1.6 
times.  

 

 
 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A set of models for MMC-based Delta-STATCOM with 
embedded ES has been developed and presented. The 
proposed modeling approach allows to combine any ES model 
with any STATCOM model. 

As with the conventional MMC models, for the long-run 
simulations when only the overall behavior of the system is of 
interest, the simplified STATCOM models are the most 
appropriate (AVM or AEM), since they are much faster and 
their active and reactive power contribution is the same as 
with detailed models (DM, DEM). However, it should be 
noted that with the AVM, the ripple in total capacitor voltages 
is not represented. 

When harmonic analysis is necessary, for example in case 
of AC faults, it is needed to use the detailed models of both 
the STATCOM and the ES device with its converter, because 
the simplified models do not represent harmonics accurately. 
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